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In particular, this means that you grant us the exclusive right, for the full term of copyright and any
renewals/extensions thereof, both to reproduce and/or distribute your article (including the abstract)
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(including Reproduction Rights Organisations such as the Copyright Licensing Agency and the Copyright
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You agree that we may publish your article in the journal named above, and that we may sell or
distribute it within the journal, on its own, or with other related material. In return, we agree to publish
your article at our expense.
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You warrant (i.e., promise) that the article is your original work, has not previously been published, and
is not currently under consideration by another journal. If it contains material which is someone else’s
copyright, you promise that you have obtained the unrestricted permission of the copyright owner
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You assert your moral right to be identified as the author(s), and we promise that we will respect your
rights as the author(s). That is, we will make sure that your name(s) is/are always clearly associated with
the article and, while you do allow us to make necessary editorial changes, we will not make any
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Copyright is transferred to the Associazione Economia delle Scelte Pubbliche, and we will indicate this in
the copyright line which appears on your article. However, we grant back to you the right to use your own
article (provided you acknowledge the published original in standard bibliographic citation form) in the
following ways, as long as you do not sell it, or give it away, in ways which would conflict directly with our
commercial business interests. You are free to use your article for the internal educational or other
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Author’s version pre-acceptance: You may post your author version (pre-peer review and editing) on
your own non-commercial website, your institution’s or funding body’s online repository or archive or
your own website or employer’s website/repository. Please note however, that on no account should the
final PDF be posted on any website or used in any online resource without separate permission from us,
and that such an action would represent a breach of copyright.
Author’s version post-acceptance: In addition, you may post a copy of the version of your article
incorporating changes made during peer review, but before copy editing and typesetting to a free public
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We acknowledge that, notwithstanding any other terms or conditions in this agreement:
Author accepted manuscript versions, which arise from submissions based on results from research
funded fully or partially by cOAlition S Organisations, can be made freely available at the time of
publication through any Open Access repository of the author’s choice.
The Author Accepted Manuscript can be shared under a CC BY or equivalent licence; CC BY-ND
upon agreement by the cOAlition S Organisation.
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We will keep the information you have provided for record purposes and to contact you as necessary;
you permit your name and address to be reproduced in the journal, on indexing and abstracting and
bibliographic services. Your personal data will be held in accordance with our privacy policy:
http://bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/privacy-policy, and only used for marketing purposes if you have opted
into receiving it. You can manage your marketing preferences at:
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ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT: EXPLANATORY NOTES TO AUTHOR
The Associazione Economia delle Scelte Pubbliche’s policy is to acquire copyright for all contributions and
exclusively licence all publication rights to Bristol University Press, for the below reasons. However, we
ensure that authors can comply with funder mandates by permitting the sharing of Author Accepted
Manuscripts under a CC BY or equivalent licence for submissions based on research funded by cOAlition S
Organisations.
Ownership of copyright by a central organisation helps to ensure maximum international protection against
infringement.
•
•
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Requests for permission to reproduce articles in databases, books and other types of publication,
course packs or for library loan can be handled efficiently and with sensitivity to changing library and
reader needs. This relieves authors of a time-consuming and costly administrative burden.
The demand for research literature to be delivered in electronic form online, or on physical media
such as CD-ROM or DVD-ROM, can be met efficiently, with proper safeguards for authors, editors
and journal owners.
There are opportunities to reach institutions (e.g., companies, schools and public libraries) and
individual readers that are unlikely to subscribe to the journal itself. Bristol University Press works
with other organisations to publish, where appropriate, in online databases or to deliver copies of
individual articles. It has also registered the Journal with the Copyright Licensing Agency, which
offers centralised licensing arrangements for photocopying. Income received from all of these
sources is used to further the interests of the Journal.
Your article will be published in the Journal both in printed form and online, and will be stored
electronically to enable Bristol University Press to meet demand for access to the article individually,
as part of the Journal, and as part of a larger collection of articles to meet the specific requirements
of particular markets. Assignment of copyright signifies agreement to Bristol University Press making
such arrangements.

Thank you for reading these notes. This assignment will enable Bristol University Press to ensure that your
article will reach the optimum readership.

